Frequently Asked Questions:
1. What are the specific benefits that Lil Max offers?


Lil Max offers several unique features that separate MIFAB and Lil Max from the
competition. Key among these benefits is the heavy duty ribbed body design. The Lil
Max design is durable, rigid and able to withstand a likely impact when installed
above ground in a commercial kitchen. The ribbed wall design provides extra
structural integrity for in ground installations without fear of collapse.



The Lil Max lid is gasketed to contain odors and removes easily for onsite
maintenance and cleaning.



The “External Vented Flow Control Fitting” is proven to result in more effective
grease interception. As air enters the interceptor, grease coats the resulting air
bubbles and increases the efficiency of the grease rising to the surface.



Lil Max’s large size selection allows the unit to be sized to that closest operational
need, limiting over sizing inefficiencies and over sending.



Lil Max has approvals from the following organizations… ASME, PDI, UPC and CSA.



Lil Max is born right here in the USA and meets the requirements of the Buy America
Act.



Lil Max has a modular design that will allow easy conversion to a solids or oil
interceptor.



Lil Max can be supplied with the required options and accessories needed with
grease interceptors. For example, a high level alarm (HLA).



Lil Max has an industry leading limited lifetime warranty. The current category
leader only offers a 10 year warranty.

2. What is the minimum Wholesaler order from the local inventory?
The wholesaler can pick up one unit of any size from your inventory locally.
3. Why should a Wholesaler switch to Lil Max?
We’re competitive, we’re certified, we offer a full line of products (7 gpm – 100 gpm),
we likely support their buying group, we offer 10 day service to the job site and we now
offer a low minimum order.
4. What are the code requirements for Plastic Grease Interceptors?

Code requirements will vary from area to area. Lil Max has your code requirements
covered with PDI, ASME, CPC and CSA approvals.
5. Who is the competition and how do we compare?
The leading competitor in this category of plastic grease interceptors is Canplas. Canplas
is a Canadian company who also manufactures PVC fittings. Lil Max compares positively
to the competition, having a strong reinforced body and easy open lid. Larger finger
holes are provided to make lid removal quick. An external vented flow control fitting is
provided. Additionally, we are priced very competitively and MIFAB will meet the
competitors pricing when required.
6. Can Lil Max be linked together for heavier flows rates?
Yes. Lil Max can easily be daisy chained together to meet large demands, flow
requirements, or system configurations.
7. Some area codes require a flow viewing portal, does Lil Max have one?
Flow would be normally determined by removing the lid and monitoring the flow visibly.
A separate viewing port and / or sampling port could be provided by linking a smaller
(MI-G-1-PL) downstream.
8. Is there an advantage to having an internal vs external flow control?
We believe the External Flow Control is the better choice. The external flow control is
easier to access and easier to maintain. There are several studies showing the benefits
of an external flow control. External flow controls allows more air to blend with the
grease resulting in better separation of grease and water.
Because it’s external, it can also be located anywhere on the inward flow piping
assembly, even indoors and out in the weather. An external flow control offers
installation choices not found with the internal flow control.
9. What is the ship time out of the factory?
We have sitting inventory and can ship direct from the manufacturer’s facility located in
Indiana in five days, allowing for Lil Max to be at any job site in ten (10) days.
10. Will we have localized inventory?
Lil Max will be positioned as localized inventory for customer pick up from your local
MIFAB Rep’s warehouse for same day service.
11. What is required to install a Lil Max unit?

Any qualified plumber can install a Lil Max unit. Typical installation is a screwdriver and
4 couplings (interceptor and flow control).
12. Is a limited lifetime warranty necessary?
The industry leading competitor only offers a 10 year warranty. We wanted to give you
every available tool to make you successful, so we beat the competition’s warranty with
our Limited Lifetime Warranty.
13. Who should I contact with questions?
Your Regional Manager should be your first point of contact. Mike Quirino, MIFAB’s
Technical Service Engineer can be reached at (773) 341-3004 or Mquirino@mifab.com
and will be available to handle any design or technical questions.

